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Coalgate scam: CBI, Centre at 
loggerheads over allotments

The CBI and the Centre clashed over the coalgate 
scam today with the agency telling the Supreme 

Court that there have been “arbitrary 
allotments without scrutiny” 

PTI,  Mar 12, 2013

N ew Delhi: The CBI and the Centre 
clashed over the coalgate scam today 
with the agency telling the Supreme 

Court that there have been “arbitrary allotments 
without scrutiny” in the coal blocks allocation 
during UPA-I tenure and the government vehe-
mently refuting the findings.

The apex court, which perused the latest sta-
tus report filed in a sealed cover, asked the CBI 
director to insulate itself from the political ex-
ecutive in the investigation into the coal scam. 
In a status report filed by CBI in the scam, the 
agency said that the coal block allocation during 
2006-09 was done without verifying the cre-
dentials of companies which allegedly misrepre-
sented facts about themselves and no rationale 
was given by the Coal Ministry in giving coal 
blocks to them.

A three-judge bench headed by Justice R M 
Lodha, which asked the CBI director not to 
share information of the probe with “political 
executive”, said that the report prima facie al-
leges arbitrary allocations done without proper 

scrutiny, but Attorney General G E Vahanvati 
aggressively hit back on the findings saying, 
“CBI is not the final word on this.”

He, however, clarified that the government has 
no problem with CBI probe and pleaded with 
the court to supply him with some part of the 
probe report on which he would respond. “I am 
not trying to pre-empt the inquiry. I have no 
problem with it. Let CBI probe the allocation,” 
the AG said.

The bench said the government should make a 
statement cautiously as it might affect the ongo-
ing CBI probe. “Any of your comments must 
not prejudice CBI inquiry in the case. If you are 
challenging the very conspiracy angle of the 
controversy, then it would affect the probe,” the 
bench, also comprising justices J Chelameswar 
and Madan B Lokur, said.

Reading out a portion of the report, Justice 
Lodha said, “CBI report does indicate that no 
uniform policy has been followed by the Centre 
and there was no system in place to verify the 
financial strength, track record of companies 
some of whom got coal blocks by misrepresent-
ing facts about themselves.”Indicating that the 
entire allocation might be cancelled if no legal 
procedure was followed, the apex court directed 
the government to explain why a small group of 
companies have been “picked and chosen” for 
allocation of coal blocks out of the large number 
of companies that applied for it.

“Whether the consideration has been objective 
or it was just pick and choose policy? You must 
explain,” it said pointing out that of 2100 ap-
plications, only 151 companies were allocated 
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the blocks. The court also asked the CBI direc-
tor to file an affidavit assuring it that the status 
reports submitted by the agency are “vetted by 
him and not shared with political executives”.

The court was hearing a PIL filed by various 
members of civil society including former CEC 
N Gopalaswami, ex-Navy chief L Ramdas and 
former Cabinet Secretary T S R Subramanian 
and advocate M L Sharma seeking a SIT probe 
into the scam.

During the hearing, when it was told that the 
apex court appointed central-empowered com-
mittee can also be involved in the inquiry, the 
bench said it was not going into individual 
cases, as it was not required. “We are not on 
individual case broadly. It has to be seen that 
whether guidelines were followed or not. The 
entire allocation goes if no procedure was fol-
lowed,” it observed.

The AG also expressed displeasure on policy 
matter of government being challenged in the 
court saying “it is very frustrating”. “Every 
policy of government is challenged. Let’s take 
it to the logical conclusion. Let’s go to the stone 
age. It is very frustrating,” he said.

The bench said in democracy “these things are 

going to happen. You cannot avoid”.During the 
last hearing on January 24, the CBI had in-
formed the apex court that investigations into 
the coal block allocations have established ir-
regularities by government authorities in alloca-
tion of the natural resources and around 300 
companies are under its scanner.

The agency had said that it is taking up the 
probe against each and every company which 
has been allocated coal blocks since 1993 and 
“in particular during the period 2006 to 2008″. 
“CBI learnt that during the period 1993 onwards 
there were irregularities in the allocation of coal 
blocks and awarding contracts for development 
of mines and formation of joint ventures by 
public sector undertakings under the govern-
ment dispensation category.

“The authorities concerned did not follow the 
rules and procedures for awarding the mines 
development contract for the coal blocks allo-
cated under government dispensation category 
by Ministry of Coal,” the CBI had said. “Some 
public servants had vested interests in the 
award of contract for the development of mines 
or joint ventures with private parties. It was also 
suspected that large number of private compa-
nies had unduly benefited in the process,” it had 
said.
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Did Law Minister, PMO get CBI to 
‘tone down’ Coalgate report to SC?

Did the Law Ministry and Prime Minister’s 
office make changes to the CBI’s status report on 
the Coalgate scam before the agency submitted 

it the apex court?

FP Staff Apr 13, 2013

I n an embarrassment for the scam-ridden 
United Progressive Alliance, the Central 
Bureau of Investigation is likely to tell the 

Supreme Court that its status report on the 
controversial coal block allocations was vetted 
by the Law Ministry and the Prime Minister’s 
Office before it was submitted to the court.

The revelation also beats hollow the investigat-
ing agency’s claim that it is an institution that 
operates independent of the political executive.

Senior officials, including the CBI’s director 
Ranjit Sinha, were allegedly summoned by 
Law Minister Ashwani Kumar before the status 
report was filed before the Supreme Court and 
several amendments were suggested of which 
some were included to ‘tone down’ the report, 
reported the Indian Express.

“We resisted as much as we could, but yes, some 
toning down was done following the meeting,” 
a CBI officer who was present at the meeting is 
quoted as saying in the report.

The report was also examined by senior officials 
from the Prime Minister’s Office but it isn’t 
known if further changes were incorporated fol-
lowing the meeting, the report stated.

The Law Minister refused to comment on the af-
fidavit that the CBI will file before the Supreme 
Court.

The CBI is likely to have to disclose the two 
meetings to the Supreme Court after the investi-
gating agency’s director was instructed to file an 
affidavit that the status report submitted by the 
agency on 8 March was “vetted by him and not 
shared with political executives”.

The Supreme Court’s order had come after a 
disagreement over the status report between the 
CBI and government.

The CBI had informed the apex court that inves-
tigations into the coal block allocations have
established irregularities by government au-
thorities in allocation of the natural resources 
and around 300 companies are under its scan-
ner.

In an affidavit filed before the apex court, the 
agency had said it is taking up the probe against 
each and every company which has been allo-
cated coal block since 1993 and “in particular 
during the period 2006 to 2008″.

The agency had also placed before the apex 
court a list of the companies and their directors 
against whom the FIR has so far been lodged.

The agency had said it is not revealing all in-
formation of its probe in order to “preserve the 
confidentiality and integrity of the inquiry”.

Ironically, it is this confidentiality that comes 
into question with the revelation  of the law 
ministry and PMO examining the CBI’s report 
before it was submitted to the apex court.
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Coalgate: Congress abuse of 
CBI getting more brazen

It didn’t need the latest revelation of governmental 
interference in the CBI investigation into the Coalgate 
scam to know that the Congress abuses the CBI as a 

political weapon, But the party has become 
reckless in its abuse.  

FP Politics Apr 14, 2013

T he striking thing about the UPA govern-
ment’s alleged “vetting” of the CBI report 
on the Coalgate scam is the sense that it 

conveys of how brazen the Congress has become 
in abusing the investigating agency to cover up 
corruption charges.

If the Law Minister and the Prime Minister’s 
Office can intervene so blatantly to vet the CBI’s 
probe status report that the agency filed before 
the Supreme Court, it points to a disquieting 
lack of concern about propriety in so serious 
a matter, virtually under the Supreme Court’s 
nose.

Of course, CBI director Ranjit Kumar Sinha, 
during his interaction with the media on Satur-
day, did not validate the news report of Satur-
day that made the sensational allegation. But 
neither would he deny the report.

“The reports are speculative,” Sinha told media-
persons. “We are yet to file an affidavit before 
the Supreme Court.” When he was pointedly 

asked if  Law Minister Ashwani Kumar had 
summoned him and his team probing the Rs 
1.86 lakh crore scam in the allocation of coal 
blocks to private companies, Sinha refused to 
comment, and said he would disclose everything 
before the Supreme Court.

Other news reports on Sunday suggest that the 
CBI is  of two minds on what it will tell the Su-
preme Court, which has sought an affidavit on 
the matter.

The Times of India claims, citing unidentified 
sources, that Sinha has “refused to file an affi-
davit in the Supreme Court on April 26 to sup-
port (the) government’s claim that… Ashwani 
Kumar did not vet the report”. Such a move, it 
added, would give the UPA additional cause for 
concern.

The CBI chief, it claimed, had been resisting the 
suggestion from the UPA government that he 
should deny that he had been called to the Law 
Ministry to discuss the contents of the status 
report. If he had indeed been called to the Law 
Ministry – and the report had indeed been vet-
ted – Sinha would be committing perjury if he 
denied it in his affidavit.

In March, the Supreme Court bench that is 
hearing the case of alleged corruption in the 
allocation of coal blocks to private companies 
had asked the government if there had been 
political interference in the CBI investigation. 
Additional Solicitor General Harin Raval had 
told the court, in  a tone of self-righteousness, 
that the report was “meant for the eyes of the 
Judges only”, and that the “classified document” 
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was intended only for the court to be informed 
of the progess of the investigation. Even so, the 
court had sought a personal affidavit from the 
CBI chief.

Already, an effort is under way to make Ashwani 
Kumar the “fall guy” in the episode in order to 
limit the damage to the UPA government, which 
is sure to face Opposition heat when Parliament 
reconvenes.

Media reports suggest that Congress president 
Sonia Gandhi was unimpressed by Ashwani Ku-
mar’s defence of his conduct – that what he did 
was standard operating procedure – and was in 
fact livid at his “indiscretion”.

Other reports point out that Congress leaders 
are “perturbed” that the Law Minister chose to 
be involved in the drafting of the status re-
port. One report quoted a senior government 
functionary of Ashwani Kumar as saying: “He 
should have kept a distance.”

All this reeks of an effort to ring-fence Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh from the spread-
ing fire of the corruption scandal. The scam has 
its roots in a time when Manmohan Singh was 
also handling the Coal Ministry portfolio, which 

is why the allegation that the Prime Minister’s 
Office too pre-screened the report is so easy to 
believe.

Of course, it didn’t need the latest revelation to 
know that the Congress uses the CBI as a po-
litical weapon – to turn up the heat (or turn it 
down) on corruption cases, depending on who is 
implicated, and in a manner that advances the 
Congress’ political interests. The most recent 
manifestation of the “Congress Bureau of In-
timidation” at work came when the CBI ordered 
raids on DMK leader MK Stalin in Chennai the 
very day after the DMK withdrew support to the 
UPA government. And when it whipped up a 
furore, it called off the raids forthwith.

It was, in a sense, a double-fault, which indi-
cated that the raids could be ordered and reined 
in depending on just political whim.

But even by the standards of such egregious 
abuse of the CBI, for the Law Minister and the 
PMO to intervene so blatantly in the investiga-
tion into one of India’s biggest corruption cases, 
directly under the Supreme Court’s eye, points 
to the brazenness that today characterises such 
action.
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Khurshid calls charges ‘baseless’
It didn’t need the latest revelation of governmental 

interference in the CBI investigation into the Coalgate 
scam to know that the Congress abuses the CBI as a 

political weapon, But the party has become 
reckless in its abuse.  

FP Politics Apr 14, 2013

T he striking thing about the UPA govern-
ment’s alleged “vetting” of the CBI report 
on the Coalgate scam is the sense that it 

conveys of how brazen the Congress has become 
in abusing the investigating agency to cover up 
corruption charges.

If the Law Minister and the Prime Minister’s 
Office can intervene so blatantly to vet the CBI’s 
probe status report that the agency filed before 
the Supreme Court, it points to a disquieting 
lack of concern about propriety in so serious 
a matter, virtually under the Supreme Court’s 
nose.

Of course, CBI director Ranjit Kumar Sinha, 
during his interaction with the media on Satur-
day, did not validate the news report of Satur-
day that made the sensational allegation. But 
neither would he deny the report.

“The reports are speculative,” Sinha told media-
persons. “We are yet to file an affidavit before 
the Supreme Court.” When he was pointedly 
asked if  Law Minister Ashwani Kumar had 
summoned him and his team probing the Rs 
1.86 lakh crore scam in the allocation of coal 

blocks to private companies, Sinha refused to 
comment, and said he would disclose everything 
before the Supreme Court.

Other news reports on Sunday suggest that the 
CBI is  of two minds on what it will tell the Su-
preme Court, which has sought an affidavit on 
the matter.

The Times of India claims, citing unidentified 
sources, that Sinha has “refused to file an affi-
davit in the Supreme Court on April 26 to sup-
port (the) government’s claim that… Ashwani 
Kumar did not vet the report”. Such a move, it 
added, would give the UPA additional cause for 
concern.

The CBI chief, it claimed, had been resisting the 
suggestion from the UPA government that he 
should deny that he had been called to the Law 
Ministry to discuss the contents of the status 
report. If he had indeed been called to the Law 
Ministry – and the report had indeed been vet-
ted – Sinha would be committing perjury if he 
denied it in his affidavit.

In March, the Supreme Court bench that is 
hearing the case of alleged corruption in the 
allocation of coal blocks to private companies 
had asked the government if there had been 
political interference in the CBI investigation. 
Additional Solicitor General Harin Raval had 
told the court, in  a tone of self-righteousness, 
that the report was “meant for the eyes of the 
Judges only”, and that the “classified document” 
was intended only for the court to be informed 
of the progess of the investigation. Even so, the 
court had sought a personal affidavit from the 
CBI chief.

Already, an effort is under way to make Ashwani 
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Kumar the “fall guy” in the episode in order to 
limit the damage to the UPA government, which 
is sure to face Opposition heat when Parliament 
reconvenes.

Media reports suggest that Congress president 
Sonia Gandhi was unimpressed by Ashwani Ku-
mar’s defence of his conduct – that what he did 
was standard operating procedure – and was in 
fact livid at his “indiscretion”.

Other reports point out that Congress leaders 
are “perturbed” that the Law Minister chose to 
be involved in the drafting of the status re-
port. One report quoted a senior government 
functionary of Ashwani Kumar as saying: “He 
should have kept a distance.”

All this reeks of an effort to ring-fence Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh from the spread-
ing fire of the corruption scandal. The scam has 
its roots in a time when Manmohan Singh was 
also handling the Coal Ministry portfolio, which 
is why the allegation that the Prime Minister’s 
Office too pre-screened the report is so easy to 
believe.

Of course, it didn’t need the latest revelation to 
know that the Congress uses the CBI as a po-
litical weapon – to turn up the heat (or turn it 
down) on corruption cases, depending on who is 
implicated, and in a manner that advances the 
Congress’ political interests. The most recent 
manifestation of the “Congress Bureau of In-
timidation” at work came when the CBI ordered 
raids on DMK leader MK Stalin in Chennai the 
very day after the DMK withdrew support to the 
UPA government. And when it whipped up a 
furore, it called off the raids forthwith.

It was, in a sense, a double-fault, which indi-
cated that the raids could be ordered and reined 
in depending on just political whim.

But even by the standards of such egregious 
abuse of the CBI, for the Law Minister and the 
PMO to intervene so blatantly in the investiga-
tion into one of India’s biggest corruption cases, 
directly under the Supreme Court’s eye, points 
to the brazenness that today characterises such 
action.
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What the CBI told the Supreme 
Court and its fallout
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Full text: CBI director’s affidavit 
in SC on Coalgate report

The CBI today admitted that the status report in 
the Coalgate scandal had been shown to the Law 

Minister and two other officials. Here is the 
full text of the affidavit.

PTI,  Apr 26, 2013

N ew Delhi: Following is the text of the af-
fidavit relating to coal allocation scam 
filed by CBI Director Ranjit Sinha in 

Supreme Court today:

1. I, Ranjit Sinha, aged about 60 years, occupa-
tion Government Service, presently appointed 
as Director, CBI, resident of 2, Janpath, New 
Delhi-110001, do hereby solemnly
affirm and state as under:-

2. I have read the Order dated 12th March 2013 
of this Hon’ble Court and am filing this affidavit 
in compliance of the directions by this Hon’ble 
Court in the last paragraph thereof, which reads 
as under:

“Let an affidavit be filed by the Director of C.B.I 
that the status report submitted before this 
Court dated March 8, 2013 was vetted by him 
and nothing contained therein has been
shared with the political executive. He must also 

state in the affidavit that same procedure will be 
followed in respect of subsequent status reports 
that may be filed before this Court.”

3. I confirm that the Status Report placed before 
this Hon’ble Court dated 8th March, 2013 was 
vetted by me. I further confirm that the Status 
Report being filed before this
Hon’ble court on 26th April, 2013 is person-
ally vetted by me and that I shall continue to 
personally vet each Status Report which may be 
filed in this matter before this Hon’ble Court.

4. In respect of the query raised by this Hon’ble 
Court about sharing of the contents of the 
Status Report dated 8th March, 2013 with the 
political executive, I submit that the
draft of the same was shared with Hon’ble Un-
ion Minister for Law and Justice as desired by 
him prior to its submission before this Hon’ble 
Court.

Besides the political executive, it was also 
shared with one Joint Secretary-level officer 
each of Prime Minister’s Office and Ministry of 
Coal as desired by them.

5. I confirm that the present Status Report being 
filed in the Hon’ble Court has not been shared 
with any political executive in any manner 
whatsoever. In respect of further Status Reports 
of the investigations and enquiries required to 
be filed in this matter before this Hon’ble Court, 
I undertake and assure this Hon’ble Court that 
the same shall not be shared with any political 
executive.
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CBI lists all changes made by Law 
Min, babus in Coalgate report?

The CBI has reportedly submitted a full list of changes 
made by the Law Minister and two bureaucrats to 
the original status report on investigations into the 

Coalgate scandal.

FP Staff Apr 29, 2013

B esides accepting that Law Minister 
Ashwani Kumar and two senior bureau-
crats had perused and made changes to 

the status report on investigations into the coal 
block allocation scandal, the CBI has also re-
portedly told the apex court exactly what chang-
es were made in the original report.

Along with its second status report on investiga-
tions in the case, the CBI has given a detailed 
listing of every change made by the Law Min-
ister and the two bureaucrats to the original 
status report and has submitted copies of the 
original status report and the final one submit-
ted to the court, The Indian Express reported 
today.

“If you look at the two drafts, maybe 15-20 per 
cent changes were effected at the behest of the 
minister and the bureaucrats,” an unnamed law 
officer is quoted as saying in the report.

The second status report along with the modi-
fied first status report of the CBI was submitted 
in a sealed envelope and its contents have not 
been opened by the court yet.

While the Law Minister has been quoted as say-
ing in some reports that the only changes made 

were grammatical ones, the Supreme Court 
will finally take a call on whether the minister 
only changed content for language correction 
or whether he is guilty of making significant 
amendments.

In an affidavit submitted to the Supreme Court, 
CBI director Ranjit Sinha had admitted that the 
original status report had been shown to the 
Law Minister Ashwani Kumar and two Joint 
Secretary level officials before it was submitted 
to the court.

“I submit that the draft of the same (report) was 
shared with Hon’ble Union Minister for Law 
and Justice as desired by him prior to its sub-
mission before this Hon’ble Court.

Besides the political executive, it was also 
shared with one Joint Secretary-level officer 
each of Prime Minister’s Office and Ministry of 
Coal as desired by them,” Sinha said in his af-
fidavit before the apex court.

The affidavit has been the cause of a logjam in 
Parliament with the Opposition seeking the 
resignation of the Law Minister and the Prime 
Minister. However, while Congress president 
Sonia Gandhi ruled out the Prime Minister 
resigning over the issue, Law Minister is also 
unlikely to lose his post.

However, while they may be able to hold off the 
Opposition for now, what will be interesting to 
note are what the Supreme Court will note when 
it hears the case again tomorrow.  As former 
CBI director RK Raghavan noted on Firstpost, 
it could be a watershed for the investigating 
agency that has long been accused of merely 
serving political masters.
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CBI affidavit: Cornered UPA 
braces itself for SC rap

The political consequences of the government’s 
interference in CBI’s action in the coal 
allocation scam could be damaging.

Sanjay Singh Apr 26, 2013

T hese must be the most damning sentenc-
es substantiating the old charge of the 
interference of the political executive in 

the functioning of the CBI. These assume spe-
cial significance coming from no less than the 
CBI director Ranjit Sinha himself.

“In respect of the query raised by this Hon’ble 
Court about sharing of the contents of the 
Status Report dated 8th March, 2013 with the 
political executive, I submit that the draft of the 
same was shared with Hon’ble Union Minister 
for Law and Justice as desired by him prior to 
its submission before this Hon’ble Court. Be-
sides the political executive, it was also shared 
with one Joint Secretary-level officer each of 
Prime Minister’s Office and Ministry of Coal as 
desired by them,” Sinha submitted in his affida-
vit to the Supreme Court today. His submission 
was in connection with the coal allocation scam, 
possibly one of the biggest in the country.

The government will not find it easy to convince 
the Supreme Court on 30 April that the sharing 
of the draft status report with the Law Minister 
Ashwini Kumar, the PMO and the coal ministry 

officials was an innocent act. It would also find 
it hard to explain away that the people con-
cerned did not make any changes to the docu-
ment or offered no oral or written instructions.

The legality of it, no doubt, will hurt the govern-
ment the most, perhaps more than it ever did 
to the Union government in the recent past but 
the more critical aspect is the consequent po-
litical fallout. The government would be aware 
that Parliament is in session and Prime Min-
ister Manmohan Singh and his Law minister 
will have to respond to opposition’s venomous 
charges.

It’s not that the government is not aware of the 
rising sensitivity of the issue, particularly in an 
election year. Otherwise, the top leadership of 
the Congress would not have met twice in the 
day, first in the morning in Parliament trying to 
take allies on board and second in the evening, 
preparing for a strategy to counter the opposi-
tion’s combined onslaught.

So far, there has not been a word from those 
concerned in the government, the prime minis-
ter, law minister and the Department of Person-
nel that exercises administrative control over 
the investigative body. After days of coaxing 
by the media, Ashwini Kumar spoke only these 
saintly words, “Truth will prevail”. As minis-
ter of the country he is under oath to ensure 
that the truth must always prevail but then the 
question is how does he want to see the truth or 
wants other to see the truth?

Unfortunately for him, the law minister alone 
will not decide the truth in this case. The truth, 
whatever of it has come out, is not comfortable 
for him.
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Leader of Opposition in Rajya Sabha, Arun Jait-
ley, describes it as “an act of shamelessness”. 
Senior counsel and Aam Admi Party activist 
Prashant Bhushan and Deputy Leader of BJP in 
Rajya Sabha Ravi Shankar Prasad are for once 
on the same side, saying that the CBI director’s 
affidavit “conceals more than it reveals”. Janata 
Party president Subramaniam Swamy says the 
fact that the CBI director went to law minister’s 
office to discuss and share the status report with 
him and the PMO and the coal ministry officials 
is “contempt of Apex Court”. The CPM, Tri-
namool and other opposition parties too have 
joined the chorus with similar barbs against the 
government.

The news break that the status report was vet-
ted separately by the law minister and the PMO 
has brought the functioning of Parliament to 
a complete standstill since the time it opened 
after the recess for the second half of the Budget 
session on Monday. The opposition, particularly 
the BJP, is on warpath on the twin issues of 
Coalgate and 2G, demanding removal of the law 
minister and the prime minister, and the gov-
ernment on its part is in no mood to oblige.

There are speculations that given the legal and 
constitutional sensitivity of the matter in the 
apex court, Ashwini Kumar may be sacrificed 
by the Congress leadership but that could fur-
ther toughen the opposition’s stance on their 
demand for prime minister Manmohan Singh’s 
removal from office.

Singh had been coal minister for substantive 
part of the period under scrutiny and all coal 

allocations during the period bear his signature. 
Also, the PMO official vetted the CBI status 
report on Coalgate. It must also be remembered 
that he is also minister-in-charge of CBI and 
has the overall administrative control over the 
investigative agency. The prime minister ex-
ercises his control through Minister of State V 
Narayansamy.

CBI director Ranjit Sinha’s statement dismiss-
ing questions about his meeting with Naray-
ansamy a day ahead of filing the affidavit in 
Supreme Court saying there is no bar on such 
interaction with the minister, thus becomes sig-
nificant. “He is our minister. What is the harm 
in meeting him. There is no bar from meeting 
him. I keep on meeting him. This is routine 
work,” Sinha said.

Parliamentary Affairs Minister Kamal Nath’s 
rather bold defence of the law minister, the 
PMO and the coal ministry officials asking the 
CBI to share its report since much of the con-
tent of the report was provided by them and had 
to ensure that it was appropriately recorded, is 
sure to add further fuel to the fire when Parlia-
ment meets on Monday.

But then the question arises: were not the PMO 
and the coal ministry actions under investiga-
tion? Was it fair to “share” the report with those 
against whom the CBI was investigating the 
matter? Will CBI extend similar privileged to 
others too? The opposition will not let go this 
opportunity to target the government.
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There is no question of the 
Law Minister resigning, says PM

The Prime Minister also appealed the opposition 
to let the Parliament function and discuss all 

the issues there.

PTI,  Apr 27, 2013

N ew Delhi: Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh today rejected demands for his 
resignations as well as that of Law 

Minister Ashwani Kumar on the issue of alleged 
interference in the preparation of the CBI status 
report in the coal scam.

He also declined to respond to allegations that 
he used the Law Minister as a shied to “safe-
guard” himself.

Speaking to reporters at the Rashtrapati Bha-
van, he dismissed the opposition demand for his 
resignation on the coal blocks allocation scam, 
saying this was not the first time they were mak-
ing such a demand.

“This is not the first time in the last nine years, 
how many times… (they have demanded the 
resignation). But I would like to appeal to the 

opposition that they should let the Parliament 
function,” he said, when asked about the oppo-
sition demand for his resignation.

He also appealed the opposition to let the Par-
liament function and discuss all the issues 
there.

“By not allowing Parliament to function, we are 
making mockery of our system of democracy. 
The whole world is laughing at us. Whatever 
the issues, these can be debated, discussed and 
decisions arrived at through proper dialogue in
Parliament,” he said.

When asked whether he would ask for Kumar’s 
resignation, the Prime Minister said, “There is 
no question of the Law Minister resigning. The 
matter is now in the court and it is sub-judice. It 
is not proper for me to do anything. But there is 
no question of the Law Minister resigning.”

The demand for Kumar’s resignation mounted 
after the CBI told the Supreme Court yesterday 
that the status report on the coal block alloca-
tions was shared with the political executive and 
Joint Secretary-level officers in the PMO and 
Coal Ministry.

On BJP’s charge that he was using the Law Min-
ister as a shield to “safeguard” himself in the 
coalgate probe, Singh said, “I would not like to 
comment on this subject. It is a matter which is 
now before the court.”
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Goolam Vahanvati: 
Attorney general or mob lawyer?

A must-read Caravan profile reveals that the Attorney 
General is no longer to be the government’s counsel 

but quite literally its “fixer,” the kind usually 
employed by mafia dons.

FP Staff Apr 30, 2013

“I t has constantly pained and anguished 
me that I have had to face unnecessary 
indignation on account of your intol-

erant temperament towards the conscientious 
discharge of duties especially in high profile 
cases. I have held you in great esteem as leader 
of our team but your flip flop attitude towards 
me has always put me under unnecessary pres-
sure.” wrote Additional Solicitor General and 
CBI counsel Harin Raval in his now public letter 
to Attorney General Goolam Vahanvati.

Buried in those convoluted words is a simple 
fact: Vahanvati lied about his knowledge of 
Coalgate in his testimony to the Supreme Court, 
and therefore forced Raval to do the same.

Raval’s revelation is explosive and a ringing 
validation of a brilliant, impeccably researched 
Caravan profile of the man now making head-
lines: Goolamhussein Essaji Vahanvati. The 
rich details in the 8-page cover story by Krishn 
Kaushik are fascinating, but more noteworthy 
is the process of corruption it describes. Where 
media coverage focuses relentlessly on the ends 
of the corruption — companies and politicians 

who profit from these multi-zeroed scams — 
Kaushik tells us how it works, as in what levers 
are pulled, on what authority, in what ways. 
[Read it in its entirety here]

As the narrative moves through the various 
scandals, certain patterns begin to emerge, 
gaining credibility with sheer repetition. For 
instance, a clubbing together of names: Anil 
Ambani, Pranab Mukherjee, Vahanvati. In 
Coalgate, they are connected by one word: 
Sasan.

One portion of the [2001 CAG draft] report fo-
cused on Anil Ambani’s Reliance Power, which 
had been given permission to divert surplus 
coal allocated for an ultra-mega power plant 
(UMPP) at Sasan in Madhya Pradesh to anoth-
er power plant nearby. The CAG later estimat-
ed that the financial benefit of this concession 
for Reliance Power would be Rs. 29,000 crore 
(Rs 290 billion) over a period of 20 years.

After the CAG draft report was circulated, 
an empowered group of ministers headed by 
Pranab Mukherjee asked Vahanvati for an 
opinion on whether the Sasan decision had 
provided an undue concession to Reliance. 
Officials from the coal and power ministries 
argued that the decision should be cancelled, 
but Vahanvati disagreed. In April 2012, the 
empowered group of ministers cited Vahanva-
ti’s opinion—which the Financial Express called 
“a big relief to the government”—and opted to 
allow Reliance to go ahead.

In the case of 2G — where the beneficiary was 
Anil Ambani’s front company Swan Telecom — 
the nexus bobs back into sight in the form of a 
meeting Vahanvati again told the SC never took 
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place (though an RTI shows otherwise):

Still, in the first week of December 2007, Raja 
went to meet Pranab Mukherjee, then the for-
eign minister, who chaired an existing group of 
ministers on spectrum issues. He was accom-
panied by Vahanvati, who as solicitor general 
was defending the DoT in a lawsuit filed by 
the Cellular Operators Association of India 
(COAI)…

The meeting was a brief one, and no minutes 
appear to have been prepared. But Vahanvati 
presented Mukherjee with a note, detailing 
the government’s response to the COAI law-
suit, which was later sent by Mukherjee to the 
prime minister. Under the heading “The issue 
of new telecom licenses”, Vahanvati described 
the “first-come, first-served” policy in a way 
that left room for Raja’s alteration, stating that 
applicants would be granted their licenses and 
spectrum once they complied with the letter of 
intent (LOI) conditions. A letter sent by Raja to 
Manmohan Singh on 26 December and copied 
to Mukherjee informed the prime minister that 
Raja had “several discussions” with Mukherjee 
regarding spectrum allocation, and that Va-
hanvati “was also called for the discussions to 
explain the legal position.

And that’s how it works, over and over again. A 
specific minister pushes for certain actions that 
designed to grant political favor. Vahanvati as 
the government’s counsel certifies these actions 
as legal, even participates in making amend-
ments to facilitate the same. Mukherjee acts as 
a facilitator, exerting pressure on those below, 
and acts as a conduit to and at times, a repre-
sentative of the powers above, specifically the 
Prime Minister’s office.

This is the legal equivalent of moneylaunder-
ing, where illegal actions are turned into lawful 
policy. The Attorney General seems no longer to 
be the government’s counsel but quite literally 
the government’s “fixer,” the kind usually em-
ployed by mafia dons.

Vahanvati’s greatest asset, according to 
Prashant Bhushan, is his willingness “to give 
convenient advice, suiting a minister or minis-
ters, who use it as a cover for all their dubious 
dealings, just as Raja did.” An unnamed cor-
porate lobbyist puts it more bluntly: “He’s the 
government’s alibi.”

His other great virtue appears to be his willing-
ness to flirt with perjury in the highest court of 
the land. The meeting with Raval, law minister 
Ashwani Kumar,  and CBI Director Ranjit Sinha 
is just one example of Vahanvati’s fast-and-
loose relationship with the truth. As Kaushik 
reveals, Vahanvati over and again has barefac-
edly denied reading files or attending meetings 
— despite witnesses and a paper trail that indi-
cates otherwise.

There is far more in Kaushik’s essay includ-
ing Vahanvati’s bizarre role in the CBI dispro-
portionate assets case against Mulayam Singh 
Yadav. He also offers a personal portrait of 
Vahanvati as a man who seems compulsively 
inclined to lie about who he is, be it about his 
expensive pen collection or his love for the lav-
ish lifestyle. You can and must read Inside Man 
in its entirety here.

PS: According to Mumbai Mirror, Caravan 
received legal threats “from the office of a top 
Mumbai-based industrialist purportedly close 
to the legal eagle.” No prizes for guessing who 
that may be.
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Supreme Court raps CBI, 
wants freedom for it
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SC slams CBI, says it should be 
liberated from political interference

In a damning indictment, the Supreme Court on 
Tuesday said CBI’s act of sharing the status report on 
Coalgate with the government has ‘shaken’ the entire 

investigation process and vowed to ‘liberate’ the 
agency from political influence and interference.

PTI,  Apr 30, 2013

N ew Delhi: In a damning indictment, 
the Supreme Court on Tuesday said 
CBI’s act of sharing the status report 

on Coalgate with the government has ‘shaken’ 
the entire investigation process and vowed to 
‘liberate’ the agency from political influence and 
interference.

Notwithstanding some strong words, the Su-
preme Court’s observations and directions 
in the coal blocks allocation scam came as a 
breather for the beleaguered government as the 
CBI Director has been given time till 6 May to 
file a fresh affidavit in the case. The matter will 
come up for hearing on 8 May.

At the end of a two-hour hearing, the court 
sought a series of clarifications from CBI Direc-
tor Ranjit Sinha “as to why in the status report 
dated March 8, 2013, no disclosure was made to 
the court that the draft report has been shared 
with the political executive”.

It also wanted to know how Additional Solici-

tor General Harin Raval had made an assertive 
statement on 12 March that the status report 
was not shared with anyone.

The bench headed by justice RM Lodha also 
asked why in the 26 April affidavit the CBI did 
not give details about changes made in the draft 
report and at whose instance besides Law Min-
ister Ashwani Kumar and two senior officials of 
PMO and Coal ministry.

At the outset, the bench also comprising justices 
Madan B Lokur and Kurien Joseph said the CBI 
Director’s affidavit has brought out a “very dis-
turbing feature” and the “very foundation of the 
investigation process has been shaken”.

“The first thing we have to do is to liberate CBI 
from extranesous considerations, political influ-
ence, intrusions and other interference,” the 
bench said.

The court said that even after 15 years of Vineet 
Narain judgement to make CBI independent, 
the political clout still “frustrates” its impartial-
ity.

“When this court had said in an unequivocal 
term that investigation has to be uninfluenced 
and without interference. That strong founda-
tion is shaking.

“The fact is that this court said that you should 
be free from interferences as an investigator. 
You have to be independent, unbiased and you 
don’t have to take any instruction from political 
master,” the bench said. The bench which ques-
tioned the CBI for sharing its probe report with 
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the government in a serious allegation of cor-
ruption, said it showed “total erosion of trust” 
the court has reposed in the agency.

“Are you not guided by the CrPC? The very 
foundation of this investigation process has 
been shaken. This is a premier investigating 
agency and it has to do something which en-
hances its credibility, reliability, impartiality 
and independence.”

“You don’t have to move with the crutches of 
political executive,” it said, adding, “What we 
have to do in the situation as it has shaken the 
entire conscience.”

ASG Raval was replaced by senior advocate U U 
Lalit to represent the CBI in the matter which 
has been described as “very serious matter” by 
the bench.

On Tuesday evening, however, Raval resigned 
from his post as additional solicitor general.

Referring to subsequent affidavit by the CBI 
Director that the draft report was shared with 
the Law Minister and joint Secretaries of PMO 
and Coal Ministry, the bench asked the Direc-
tor as to why he did not give details “about the 
changes made in the draft report and if changes 
were made, to what extent the changes were 
made and at whose instance whether besides 
three persons named in para four of the affida-
vit whether the draft report was shared by any 
other person.”

It also asked the CBI Director to disclose the 
names of two officials one each of PMO and 
Ministry of Coal with whom the draft report was 
shared as desired by them.

The CBI Director in his fresh affidavit will have 
to give details of the “manual and guidelines” on 
the issue of sharing of status report in cases in 
which reports are called for by the courts.

It also sought detailed information about the 

team probing the case including the CVs of 
DIGs/SPs to ascertain their career details.

During the hearing, the bench also pulled up 
the Centre for not furnishing all the information 
required by the CBI. The agency pointed out in 
its report that Coal Ministry is not giving infor-
mation required in conducting its probe.

“It is very serious that certain information 
sought by the CBI from the Ministry is not 
furnished,” the bench said adding, “On the one 
hand your joint secretary wants to see status 
report but on the other hand he is not ready to 
furnish documents requisitioned by the CBI.”

The bench said that the CBI must be “insulated” 
from all kinds of interferences for restoring its 
“impartiality”.

“We have to insulate the CBI from political and 
any other types of interferences. We have to 
undertake this exercise so that this premier or-
ganisation restores its position of impartiality.”

At the very outset, the bench expressed its dis-
pleasure over the sharing of the draft report and 
posed several queries to Lalit.

“We believed you(CBI). We trusted you. Still 
you did not disclose anything. Even you did not 
state anything by way of status report that the 
draft was discussed and the draft was changed. 
Despite the affidavit being filed on April 26, this 
court was kept in the dark,” the bench said.

The bench said that despite the emphatic as-
sertion by the CBI on 12 March that it did not 
share the report with government, it had its own 
doubts which led to passing of an order asking 
the CBI Director to file an affidavit on this issue.

“When on March 12, we passed the order, there 
were in our mind some lurking doubts that is 
why we called for an affidavit and passed such 
order.
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Congress squirms over Supreme 
Court’s remarks on CBI and Coalgate

Embarrassed with the remarks by the apex court on 
coalgate issue, Congress today reacted cautiously on 
continuation of Law Minister Ashwani Kumar Union 

Cabinet but asserted its response will not be found 
wanting when the complete facts emerge.

PTi,  Apr 30, 2013

N ew Delhi: Embarrassed with the re-
marks by the apex court on coalgate 
issue, Congress today reacted cautious-

ly on continuation of Law Minister Ashwani 
Kumar Union Cabinet but asserted its response 
will not be found wanting when the complete 
facts emerge.

“Of course, it is not a pleasant comment for 
any dispensation, for any composition of the 
Government,” party general secretary Janardan 
Dwivedi said on the Supreme Court observa-
tions on the issue, a clear indication of the 
growing discomfiture in the party over the con-
troversy.

Dwivedi at the same time added “as far as the 
comments of the Supreme Court are concerned, 
I believe that the final opinion is yet to come 
and once it comes, an appropriate decision can 
be taken.”

The Supreme Court today said CBI’s act of shar-
ing the status report on Coalgate with the gov-
ernment has “shaken” the entire investigation 

process and vowed to “liberate” the agency from 
political influence and interference.

At the AICC briefing, party spokesperson Renu-
ka Chowdhary said, “We go by what the highest 
court of the country says…. We do not comment 
on what the court has said and we very humbly 
accept what the court says.”

Maintaining that the matter is still “sub judice” 
and it would be jurisprudence to wait till one 
gets the full facts of the “developing situation”, 
Chowdhary significantly added, “I have also giv-
en an assurance that you will not find us want-
ing in any issue”, when the full facts emerge.

Chowdhary evaded a direct question on whether 
Kumar will continue as Law Minister.

“I am not competent authority to answer this. 
This is for the government or the Prime Min-
ister, who will take a decision. And we will see. 
As I have said that this is an ongoing situation. 
Let’s examine all the facts and I have also given 
an assurance that you will not find us wanting,” 
she said.

A leader speaking on condition of anonymity 
said parleys are being held at senior level and a 
decision either way depends on how it pans out 
in next few days.

Pressed further about the fate of the Law Min-
ister after the court observations, Chowdhary 
said, “it is a preliminary statement from the Su-
preme Court and let’s wait for the natural con-
clusion and then we will all discuss it. Till then I 
don’t wish to jump to conclusions.”
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She added that running a government is a team 
aspect and meetings and discussions are on.

The issue is learnt to have been discussed in the 
90-minute meeting of the Congress Core Group 
on Tuesday.

The Law Minister earlier in the day had a meet-
ing with the Prime Minister after the Supreme 
Court observations. The Prime Minister had 
before his meeting with Kumar said that any 
action required will be taken after he studies 
observations made by the top court.

Maintaining that Congress was not one of those 
who praise the court when decisions are in our 
favour and criticise it when the verdict is against 
them, Chowdhary said she would hesitate to 
judge any situation without having the full facts 
of the matter.

Asked whether she supports the action by Ku-
mar of calling the CBI chief and asking him to 
show the draft report, Chowdhary said, “I am no 
authority to support or condemn.”

“There is a situation on hand that certain issues 
have been brought up and certain statements 
have been made by different players.

“I do believe that it is jurisprudence for us to be 
cautious and not being judgemental. Wait till 
we get all the facts at hour hand and then we 
will cross the bridge when it comes,” she added.

Chowdhary reacted angrily when asked whether 
Kumar is surviving because “he is close to the 
Prime Minister’s wife Gursharan Kaur”.

“I do not think it is correct for us to speak any-
thing about someone who has not got anything 
to do with Parliament and Parliamentary pro-
cedures. I do think that Mrs Kaur is out of the 
ambit of this discussion and it appears that you 
are privy to certain information that I am not.

“He (Singh) is the Prime Minister and we ad-
dress only him in such issues…. I do not con-
tribute to speculation. I will not speak about 
rumours, speculation, inuendo, suggestions,” 
she said.

To a question on Additional Solicitor General 
Harin Raval’s charges and whether the entire 
legal machinery of the government has been 
subverted, she said that she would hesitate to 
judge any situation without having the full facts 
at hand.
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Coalgate storm: Raval quits as 
additional solicitor general

However, the former additional solicitor general 
gave no official reason for quitting office.

FP Staff Apr 30, 2013

A dditional Solicitor General Harin P 
Raval resigned today evening after the 
Supreme Court observed that sharing of 

the CBI report on coal blocks scam with political 
bosses was a “massive breach of trust” putting 
the credibility of the Centre at stake.

Raval on 12 March had informed the apex court 
that the CBI report was not shared with anyone.

Caught suddenly in the middle of a brewing 

storm between the Supreme Court and the 
government, the additional solicitor general in 
an explosive letter to his boss Attorney General 
Goolam Vahanvati blaming him of virtually ly-
ing in the court and meddling into CBI affairs 
regarding the Coalgate report.

“On account of your statement, I felt embar-
rassed and was forced to take a stand, in Court, 
consistent with your submission made as Attor-
ney General for India, that the contents of the 
Status Report were not known to you and that 
they were not shared with the Government,” 
Rawal wrote to Vahanvati that came out in the 
public today.

Before his resignation, Raval represented CBI in 
the earlier hearings in the Supreme Court.

“I am grateful that I had the oportunity to serve 
the  government,” Raval mentioned in his resig-
nation letter.

However, the former additional solicitor general 
gave no official reason for quitting office.
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Govt may wait till 8 May to take 
decision on Law Minister’s future

Congress today deliberated at length on the 
continuation of Law Minister Ashwani Kumar in 
the Cabinet but a decision may wait till the next 

hearing in the Coalgate on May 8.

PTI,  Apr 30, 2013

N ew Delhi: Left grappling with a mess 
after the Supreme Court’s indictment, 
government and the Congress today 

deliberated at length on the continuation of Law 
Minister Ashwani Kumar in the Cabinet but a 
decision may wait till the next hearing in the 
Coalgate on May 8.

As opposition mounted its demand for Kumar’s 
removal, sections in the party as well as in the 
government are said to feel that instead of 
waiting for the apex court to make more damn-
ing observations in the days to come, it will be 
better if the Law Minister puts in his papers on 
moral grounds to save the government from 

further embarrassment.

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, who had last 
week strongly defended Kumar ruling out his 
resignation, today said any action required will 
be taken after he studies the observations made 
by the top court.

“I have not studied the Supreme Court’s obser-
vations. Whatever action is called for will be 
taken after studying it,” Singh told reporters 
here.

The issue came up for discussion in a meeting 
of Congress Core Group where a view is said 
to have emerged that Government will await 
the May 8 hearing of the Supreme Court on the 
issue before taking any final view on Kumar, 
sources said.

“Of course, it is not a pleasant comment for any 
dispensation, for any composition of the Gov-
ernment,” party General Secretary Janardan 
Dwivedi said on the Supreme Court observa-
tions on the issue, a clear indication of the 
growing discomfiture in the party over the 
controversy.
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Coalgate: Have done no wrong, 
Ashwani tells Congress leaders

Congress today deliberated at length on the 
continuation of Law Minister Ashwani Kumar 

in the Cabinet but a decision may wait till the next 
hearing in the Coalgate on May 8.

PTI,  Apr 30, 2013

N ew Delhi: Left grappling with a mess 
after the Supreme Court’s indictment, 
government and the Congress today 

deliberated at length on the continuation of Law 
Minister Ashwani Kumar in the Cabinet but a 
decision may wait till the next hearing in the 
Coalgate on May 8.

As opposition mounted its demand for Kumar’s 
removal, sections in the party as well as in the 
government are said to feel that instead of 
waiting for the apex court to make more damn-
ing observations in the days to come, it will be 
better if the Law Minister puts in his papers on 

moral grounds to save the government from 
further embarrassment.

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, who had last 
week strongly defended Kumar ruling out his 
resignation, today said any action required will 
be taken after he studies the observations made 
by the top court.

“I have not studied the Supreme Court’s obser-
vations. Whatever action is called for will be 
taken after studying it,” Singh told reporters 
here.

The issue came up for discussion in a meeting 
of Congress Core Group where a view is said 
to have emerged that Government will await 
the May 8 hearing of the Supreme Court on the 
issue before taking any final view on Kumar, 
sources said.

“Of course, it is not a pleasant comment for any 
dispensation, for any composition of the Gov-
ernment,” party General Secretary Janardan 
Dwivedi said on the Supreme Court observa-
tions on the issue, a clear indication of the 
growing discomfiture in the party over the 
controversy.
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Will the affidavit really change 
things at the CBI?
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Government wanted CBI chief to 
lie on oath, but he resisted

At least two top legal officials in government may 
have fibbed to the Supreme Court, but the CBI Director 

managed to resist the pressure to lie to court

Ajay Singh,  Apr 30, 2013

T wo of the country’s top law officers 
obliged the UPA government by lying 
to the Supreme Court about vetting the 

Central Bureau of Investigation’s (CBI’s) status 
report on the coal scam, as has become clear 
from the letter written by Additional Solicitor 
General Harin Raval to his boss and the coun-
try’s foremost law officer, Attorney General 
Goolam Vahanvati.

The government expected, indeed indicated, to 
CBI Director Ranjit Sinha that he should follow 
their lead and lie to the Supreme Court on oath.

Raval and Vahanvati had both lied to the apex 
court that the status report was not even shown 
to the political executive, much less tampered 
with at their instance. Both of them were 
present at the meeting held by Law Minister 
Ashwani Kumar to vet the CBI status report. 
The nation would not have got to know of their 
wilful perpetration of a government lie – and 
undermining of the prestige, dignity and cred-
ibility of the very court that they are constitu-
tionally mandated to uphold – if the CBI Direc-
tor also had heeded signals and suggestions 

from the government to lie on oath..

According to top sources in the CBI, the govern-
ment had exerted tremendous pressure on the 
CBI chief to lie under oath and file a false affida-
vit in the court. It was after a series of meetings 
with his top team that Sinha was persuaded not 
to pay any heed to the government’s advice. His 
top aides told Sinha at these meetings that the 
fact that the Supreme Court sought a specific af-
fidavit from the CBI Director  – saying that the 
draft report was not shared with the political 
executive – meant that it already had reason-
able doubt or maybe even sound proof to the 
contrary.

“Sinha was told that in such a situation, a false 
affidavit by the Director of the CBI before the SC 
would constitute a grave impropriety and con-
tempt of court,” a top source revealed.

“He was told that while the political executive 
would escape unscathed, the Director would 
face the full wrath of the court and the conse-
quences thereupon, including going to jail,” he 
said.

The fact that Sinha has just been appointed and 
cannot be removed by the government before 
he completes two years was pointed out as the 
upside for sticking to the truth.

Sources in the government say that though the 
CBI chief had made up his mind not to toe the 
government’s line, this strong advice from his 
top team reinforced his will to stand against the 
might of the government and go down in history 
as the first CBI chief to file an affidavit contra-
dicting the known position of the government of 
the day.
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“There was literally panic in the government 
once Sinha let it be known that he would go his 
own way,” official sources said.

In fact, the indiscretion on the part of the CBI 
chief to let the status report be vetted by the 
government had its genesis in the dependence 
of the country’s premier investigative agency on 
the government for every issue. For instance, 
only a month back the plush headquarters of 
the CBI, which is one of the most modern gov-
ernment buildings in Delhi, was cut off from 
the outside world because all landlines were 
snapped by the service provider due to non-
payment of dues.  “When that is the kind of 
dependence on the government – with whom 
we have to deal with every day for a hundred 
different things that are at their discretion – it 
is not easy even for the CBI Director to take on 
the government. What Sinha has done has to be 
seen in that light and commended rather than 
being condemned for showing the report to the 
government in the first place,” said a source 
close to developments.

While the CBI’s over-dependence on the gov-
ernment is a given, its investigations often get 
tampered with by the prosecution wing which 
owes its allegiance to the law ministry. Perhaps, 
Sinha’s affidavit in the SC is a silent admission 
of the fact that the country’s premier investi-
gative agency does not enjoy even functional 
autonomy which is a prerequisite for a fair and 
honest probe.

When the court takes up Sinha’s affidavit for 
consideration shortly, the CBI is prepared to 
take a hard knock on its knuckles for showing 
the report to the political executive in spite of 
clear instructions from the court to the contra-
ry. But one hopes the apex court does not stop 
there and the government itself feels the heat 
for leaning on top officials to undermine the 
sanctity of our legal systems, the very founda-
tions of our democracy.

Ajay Singh is managing editor of Governance 
Now
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CBI director Ranjit Sinha: 
Accidental hero or insecure careerist?

The CBI director has become an unlikely hero 
after his affidavit in the Supreme Court, but is it 

too premature to annoint him a hero?

FP Editors May 1, 2013

I s the CBI director Ranjit Sinha, who ex-
posed the latest low in the UPA govern-
ment’s never-ending saga of corruption 

and impropriety, a hero or an opportunist who 
wanted to protect himself?

Unarguably, more than the Congress it must 
have been the BJP that was stunned by Ranjit 
Sinha’s historic deposition before the Supreme 
Court because it was the BJP that fought his ap-
pointment tooth and nail. Ironically,  the same 
man has given them their biggest handle of the 
season against the UPA.

For a moment, Sinha indeed looked like a hero 
– a late arrival of moral rectitude in one of the 
most misused central government organisa-
tions. He looked as if he was taking on the UPA 
government in what appeared to be the begin-
ning of an unprecedented cleansing. It was 
based on his deposition that the Supreme Court 
has said that it wanted the CBI to be relieved of 
the control of the government.

But wait a minute.

Isn’t he the same guy against whom Sushma 

Swaraj and Arun Jaitely wrote to the govern-
ment, asking for the cancellation of his appoint-
ment? The same man that the BJP was unhappy 
about when he was picked as the Director Gen-
eral of ITBP?

Isn’t he the same guy against whom the Delhi 
police commissioner Neeraj Kumar went to the 
Central Administrative Tribunal? Isn’t he the 
same guy who was at the centre of intense po-
litical lobbying at the time of the CBI director’s 
appointment?

Yes, indeed.

Does it mean that he is a changed man now?

Not really.

The developments later in the day on Monday 
showed that he hasn’t changed much and that 
he was not even an accidental hero.

Clarifying on the alleged meddling by the po-
litical executive, he said that the CBI was part 
of the government and that it was not autono-
mous, indicating that there was nothing wrong 
in the government previewing or vetting its 
reports. It was a de-facto admission that his ap-
parent betrayal of political masters in court was 
out of sheer personal necessity.

A statement from the organisation made his (or 
the government’s?) intentions clearer.  It said 
that the CBI was part of a system and needed to 
consult and take opinion on certain occasions. 
It was not surprising that this was the language 
that the government also pursued since its 
machinations were exposed in the court.

So, Ranjit Sinha is back where he belongs -  in 
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the happy company of his political masters. It 
can be surmised with reasonable probability 
that he would now speak the same language 
of Salman Khurshid, Manish Tiwari or any big 
leader of the Congress. The disclosure in the 
court was a minor blip of a 59-year-old officer, 
who is still unsure of his independence despite a 
firm two year tenure of office.

Ranjit Sinha’s past doesn’t tell us anything dra-
matically different either.

Remember Lalu Prasad Yadav’s Rs 1000 crore 
fodder scam in which non-existing fodder was 
bought and transported in non-existent vehicles 
for non-existent cattle? The man who had al-
legedly botched up the investigation was Sinha. 
He had apparently submitted a “truncated and 
sketchy” investigation report to the Patna High 
Court.

The then CBI Joint Director UN Biswas, who 
was heading the investigation, had told the 
Patna High Court that the report submitted to 
the Court was not the original, but the one as-
sembled by Sinha, who then was his deputy in 
the investigation.

In 2001, the leader of opposition in Bihar As-
sembly Sushil Kumar Modi  alleged that Lalu 
had posted Sinha as an officer on special duty 
(OSD) in Bihar Bhawan in Delhi, after his exit 
from the CBI, to peddle influence in the cases 
against him. He recalled that it was Sinha who 
said no case could be made out against Lalu, 
an argument that was rejected by the Attorney 
General.

Modi had also alleged that Sinha had been in-
dicted by the Accountant General for irregulari-
ties while he was the Superintendent of Police 
in Saharsa.

The Lalu and fodder scam connection was use-
ful to Sinha later in his career. When Lalu be-
came the railway minister, he appointed him as 
the Director General (DG) of Railway Protection 
Force, keeping the post vacant till Sinha was 
elevated to a DG level officer. When Mamata 
Banerjee got the railway ministry, she sent him 
out, but still Sinha landed a good job as the DG 
of ITBP, showing that he was still in the good 
books of the UPA.

The UPA would have certainly spotted a glint in 
Sinha’s fodder taint when it chose to ignore the 
written demand by the BJP leaders not to ap-
point him as the CBI director. Besides Lalu, ap-
parently he also had the support of a few more 
politicians from Bihar.

And guess what, it was the Appointments Com-
mittee of Cabinet headed by none other than 
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, the Congress’ 
mascot of honest and integrity, which cleared 
his name.

There is an interesting sentence in Sinha’s state-
ment after taking over as the CBI director: “I 
could see farther only because I stood on the 
shoulders of giants.”

No marks for guessing who these giants are.
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Why the CBI’s Coalgate affidavit 
could be a watershed

Could the CBI’s affidavit result in changes in the 
manner in which the investigating agency 

functions in the future?

RK Raghavan Apr 27, 2013

B oth the Union Law Minister and the CBI 
Director are in a soup. This is of  their 
own making. They seem to have under-

estimated the prowess of the Supreme Court 
and the alertness of the news media.

A scoop by the latter told the rest of the world 
that the Minister and the CBI Chief had con-
ferred in preparing a status report to the Court 
in the so-called Coalgate case monitored by the 
latter.

Even in a normal case that is not under the 
scrutiny of the Supreme Court such a meeting of 
minds would have been improper. This is be-
cause, at least on paper, an investigating agency 
does its work on its own. Its master is the Crim-
inal Procedure Code (Cr.PC) and no one else. In 
a situation where, because of the gravity of the 
matter into which a probe under the Code had 
begun, the apex court feels it should ensure that 
all that is done by the investigator is strictly in 
accordance with the law and there is no devi-
ance because the accused persons are those in 
high places of authority, the need for independ-
ence is all the greater.

In this scenario, there is no scope for the CBI 
to get into a conference with others, however 
innocuous the occasion might be. This is where 
both the Minister and the civil servant seem to 
have erred. This is unfortunate because both are 
distinguished personalities, chosen to hold their 
respective offices on merit. Incidentally, Ranjit 
Sinha, the DCBI, is the senior-most IPS officer 
in the country and had no reason to feel obliged 
to the government.

Ranjit Sinha’s affidavit, one demanded by the 
Court, says it all. The alleged meeting between 
him and the Law Minister was no fiction. It did 
take place. A status report in the Coalgate case 
was in fact shared by the Director “as desired” 
by the Minister. This was sacrilege because the 
Court had been led to believe that there was 
no such sharing. The other player is said to be 
an official of the PMO, who also had a peek at 
the CBI’s report in question. There are several 
points in debate, the most important of which is 
whether the Law Minister made any significant 
alterations to the draft report shown to him by 
the CBI.

There is one laughable and speculative claim 
that the Minister had made only cosmetic 
changes in language. This has been seized upon 
by some in the Opposition who quip that the 
CBI’s felicity with the English language was not 
all that mean to require a Minister’s deft hand 
to make it comprehensible to the Honourable 
Court.

This is no light matter where an obviously 
weak affidavit by the principal investigative 
agency could be accepted without demur by 
the Supreme Court. There is one joke doing the 
rounds, that the affidavit suppresses more than 
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what it reveals. This may not be fair to the CBI 
considering the fact that whatever it says by way 
of truth is likely to offend the higher echelons of 
government.

The issue is aggravated by the alleged presence 
at the infamous meeting held by the Law Min-
ister of two principal Law Officers of the Gov-
ernment of India. At least one of them was said 
to have been present in Court when the matter 
came up before the relevant Bench. His omis-
sion to tell the Court that the code of conduct 
expected of all those under scrutiny had already 
been breached is also highlighted by some as 
sacrilege.

This is the backdrop against which the Supreme 
Court will take up the issue once more on the 30 
April. It is anybody’s guess what the Court will 
do on that day. It may not exactly be amused by 
the CBI’s admission, however honest it may be. 
I expect it to go beyond the alleged tampering 
of a document that was meant only for the eyes 
of the highest court of the land, and lay down 
ground rules for the future.

From this perspective the whole episode should 
be a blessing in disguise for the much-harassed 
CBI. Having filed an affidavit which is described 
to be an affront to the government’s overlord-
ship, I expect the organization to scrupulously 
ward off in future the government’s efforts to 
dictate how it should conduct its affairs in mat-
ters of investigation.

This would be a great gain from which the 
CBI’s image is bound to improve over years. No 
CBI Chief may hereafter need to bend or crawl 
before the South or North Block. Of course 
some in authority could be mean by denying the 
organization support in terms of infrastructure. 
But such pettiness can be sorted out with the 
help of an enlightened Prime Minister. I con-
cede that in order to gain the trust of the courts 
and the nation the CBI on its part will have to 
strive to hone its professional skills. That would 
come if the CBI has good leadership and it starts 
believing that its operational autonomy will 
never be breached on narrow political consid-
erations.

(The writer is a former CBI Director.)
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Despite its wrecked image, 
we still need CBI

There unfortunately isn’t any way to free the CBI ever 
completely of the Central government for now, given 

its top officials are drawn from the ranks of the Indian 
Police Service and it will in some way always be 

answerable to the government of the day.

Arun George May 1, 2013

A mong investigating agencies in India, 
the CBI occupies that special ‘relative’ 
place where it is not as despised as local 

police forces, but seen incapable of doing any-
thing that offends its political masters.  Whether 
the Supreme Court had noticed it earlier or not 
is hard to say, but when given a chance through 
the CBI director’s affidavit on the coal block 
allocation scandal, it has come down hard, 
promising to “liberate CBI from extranesous 
considerations, political influence, intrusions 
and other interference”.

The CBI has a long history of being accused of 
serving the political ends of the government of 
the day. If there is one thing in common among 
politicians cutting across party lines, it is that 
they have at some point or the other accused 
the CBI of targeting them to serve the political 
interests of the government of the day.

CBI directors are no strangers to political pres-
sure or accusations of nepotism, and many have 

admitted to having served the interests of politi-
cal parties rather than what the investigations 
demanded.

“The fact remains, I won’t hide it, that when we 
investigate cases against prominent political 
leaders, there are some influences to keep the 
progress report pending or present it in a cer-
tain way,” former CBI chief US Misra once told 
Times Now.

From the Bhopal gas tragedy to disproportion-
ate assets claims against politicians that rarely 
get proven, the CBI is often the centre of con-
troversy in many high profile cases but as some 
insiders say when the pressure at times comes 
from the Prime Minister’s Office there’s little 
room to refuse.

Given the Congress party has been in power for 
most of the years since Independence, it is natu-
ral that political parties would claim they have 
had maximum influence over the agency. How-
ever, no other party that has come to power at  
the Centre has an unblemished record of letting 
the investigating agency function independ-
ently. Mayawati or Lalu Prasad Yadav can attest 
to the drawbacks and benefits of being in the 
government at the Centre while the CBI investi-
gates cases of corruption against them.

However, unlike a DNA editorial which sug-
gests that it is time to do away with the CBI 
and instead depute them to various state units, 
perhaps the only route ahead is the one the Su-
preme Court may be dragging the CBI and the 
political establishment down.
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The reason the CBI still is sought after every 
time a big financial or other sensational crime 
takes place is that despite all the political inter-
ference it has a higher conviction rate than most 
police forces. They are seen as being above local 
state politics that could interfere with local po-
lice investigations, and whether we like it or not 
their record at handling anti-corruption cases is 
often better than state anti-corruption bureaus.

There unfortunately isn’t any way to free the 
CBI ever completely of the Central government 
for now, given its top officials are drawn from 
the ranks of the Indian Police Service and it will 
in some way always be answerable to the gov-
ernment of the day.

However, what we can hope for as former CBI 
director RK Raghavan wrote for Firstpost, is 
that the CBI is allowed the freedom to take and 
discard cases without any repurcussions:

From this perspective the whole episode should 
be a blessing in disguise for the much-harassed 

CBI. Having filed an affidavit which is de-
scribed to be an affront to the government’s 
overlordship, I expect the organization to 
scrupulously ward off in future the govern-
ment’s efforts to dictate how it should conduct 
its affairs in matters of investigation.

This would be a great gain from which the 
CBI’s image is bound to improve over years. No 
CBI Chief may hereafter need to bend or crawl 
before the South or North Block. Of course 
some in authority could be mean by denying 
the organization support in terms of infra-
structure. But such pettiness can be sorted out 
with the help of an enlightened Prime Minister.

The final key will always lie with the govern-
ment of the day, but if the Supreme Court 
ensures greater transparency in the functioning 
of the agency, the CBI could remain an invalu-
able asset in combating corruption and taking 
on cases deemed out of the league of local police 
forces.
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Why the CBI’s affidavit 
hits the UPA
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Damned lies: How the coal scam 
has gutted the UPA govt

The prairie fire of the CoalGate scandal is spreading 
rapidly within the UPA government. And with each 

successive lie that stands exposed before the 
Supreme Court, the flames are edging closer to 

Manmohan Singh himself.

Venky Vembu May 1, 2013

“N o man,” said Abraham Lincoln. 
“has a good enough memory to be a 
successful liar.” Likewise, no gov-

ernment – even one so deceitful and shameless-
ly given to lying as the UPA government – can 
ever be so cohesive as to fool “all of the people 
all of the time.”

Which is why the tangled web of carefully con-
structed mistruths that the Manmohan Singh 
government wove in the CoalGate scam is 
rapidly coming apart. Tuesday’s proceedings 
before the Supreme Court, when the CBI Direc-
tor Ranjit Sinha filed an affidavit confirming 
that the investigating agency’s draft report in 
the coal allocation scandal had been shared with 
the political executive, nails the wilful misrep-
resentation of the truth that both the Attorney-
General Goolam Vahanvati and the Additional 
Solicitor-General Harin Raval had resorted to in 
open court.

Not that Sinha was acting out of a high-minded 
sense of propriety: he was motivated rather 

more by the need to protect himself from com-
mitting perjury, because it appeared that the 
Supreme Court, which is hearing the coal block 
allocation scandal case, had wisened up to the 
fact that the CBI report had indeed been vetted 
by Law Minister Ashwani Kumar.

But Sinha’s motives didn’t matter in the end. 
The inconsistencies in the various strands of 
the submissions before the Supreme Court were 
stark enough in themselves to strip bare the 
government’s dishonesty.

Also on Tuesday, Raval resigned after dropping 
a letter-bomb directed at Attorney-General Va-
hanvati, which too exposed the brazenness with 
which both the senior law officers had abused 
the Supreme Court’s trust by claiming that the 
CBI’s draft status report, which had been de-
livered in a sealed cover to the court, had not 
screened.

Raval too was acting out of self-interest: he 
feared that he would be made the scapegoat 
in the entire affair – a fear that is not entirely 
unfounded, given the dynamics that are at play 
here.  But, again, his motives did not matter.

On Tuesday, the UPA government put on a 
brave face, claiming that oral observations of 
the Supreme Court judges, while inconvenient, 
did not have the same sting as a court order or a 
verdict. Clearly, a government that is drowning 
in the sea of its own corruption and ineptitude 
is clutching at straws.

Even if the the government’s law officers did not 
commit perjury in the true sense of the word 
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– because they did not make their statements 
under oath – the breach of trust that they have 
engendered with the Supreme Court is far more 
damaging. From now on, as in the Nietzcheian 
dictum, the real tragedy is that they can never 
be believed.

Spin doctors in the Congress are now preparing 
to make a sacrificial offering of Law Minister 
Ashwani Kumar. The Congress core committee 
met on Tuesday evening to discuss the Supreme 
Court’s observations, and unidentified sources 
within the party have been busy planting sto-
ries suggesting that Prime Minister Manmohan 
Singh was coming around to the view that the 
Law Minister may have to resign. The same gov-
ernment that had only days earlier said there 
was no question of forcing him to step down 
now see him as a hot potato and a political li-
ability.

According to media reports, senior Congress 
leaders and even Ministers are now training 
their guns at Ashwani Kumar, who they feel 
handled the matter “recklessly” and crossed the 
line by trying to “dictate” to the CBI chief in a 
case where the government is itself in the dock. 
The irony is that the same party was defending 
the Minister long after it became know that he 

had vetted the CBI draft status report and asked 
for changes to be made.

The fact of it is that Ashwani Kumar commit-
ted an egregious felony – and held court in his 
Ministry, inviting top law officers of the govern-
ment to be part of it. His actions were as inde-
fensible when the charges first became known 
as they were on Tuesday. And yet the Congress 
is already singing a different tune.

But the attempt to localise the impropriety to 
Ashwani Kumar is disingenuous. If Ashwani 
Kumar is thrown overboard, surely the Prime 
Minister’s Office, which too vetted the CBI draft 
status report, is guilty of the same offence. And 
considering that Manmohan Singh was the 
Coal Minister when the impugned allocation 
policy was put in place in 2005, his standing has 
become even less tenable, despite the ongoingn 
attempts to ring-fence him from trouble.

The prairie fire of the CoalGate scandal is 
spreading rapidly within the UPA government. 
And with each successive lie that stands ex-
posed before the Supreme Court, the flames are 
edging closer to Manmohan Singh himself. This 
government is gutted for good.
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Dr Singh, the world is more likely 
to be laughing at you

The PM thinks the opposition is making the country 
a laughing stock. But the world is probably laughing 

more at the government’s inability to get its 
act together

FP Editors Apr 27, 2013

T he whole world is laughing at us, Prime 
Minister Manmohan Singh told new-
spersons today in an apparent reference 

to the opposition-created chaos in parliament. 
“Opposition should allow Parliament to func-
tion. We are making a mockery of the system,” 
he added.

He’s absolutely right. The opposition has played 
its role in making parliament dysfunctional, and 
deserves its share of brickbats for this situation. 
Whether it is the 2G scam or coal blocks alloca-
tion or something else, the opposition, instead 
of cornering government in parliament, has 
decided to block debate and made a spectacle of 
itself.

But when the PM says “the world is laughing 
at us”, he is surely off the mark. In no country 
will opposition parties ever be held more ac-
countable than the government, especially in 
democracies. Opposition may disrupt and try 
to discredit government, but it is the actions of 
the government that count. For governance is in 
government’s hands.

Consider just three things that the government 
is doing wrong even now.

One, the CBI has told the Supreme Court that 
the Law Minister and the Prime Minister’s 
Office had gone through its report on the coal 
scam – something the court specifically forbade. 
At the very least, this suggests that the PM is 
nervous about how his role in the coal blocks 
allocation scam (Coalgate) will be seen by the 
courts and the world.  He has refused to allow 
the Law Minister to resign, but continues to 
blame the opposition for disrupting parliament 
over this issue.

Two, at the Joint Parliamentary Committee 
(JPC), the entire effort is to ensure that the 
prime witness, Andimuthu Raja, is not allowed 
to depose. Since this is to protect the PM’s im-
age – for Raja has been saying that the PM was 
informed of all his decisions – the image we get 
is of a PM afraid to tell us what really happened 
in the run-up to the scam. In fact, the PM’s 
credibility is now inextricably linked to Raja’s.

Three, the current standoff with China on the 
latter’s incursions into Indian territory in La-
dakh has drawn little comment from the PM, 
except from some mumbling about it being a 
“localised problem.” But is it? Does the PM real-
ly believe that it is a localised problem, and the 
Chinese would deliberately get into a situation 
from where there is no option but for one player 
to blink and lose face?  While one does not want 
empty rhetoric or war-mongering statements 
from the PM, surely the wrong message is being 
sent by deciding to send the External Affairs 
Minister to China without any kind of assurance 
from the latter. This is not how a future super-
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power behaves.

Dr Singh, the world is laughing not at the oppo-
sition, but the UPA government and you.

And this has been visible in most global assess-
ments of India during UPA rule over the last few 
years.

Last July, Time magazine ran a cover story with 
Manmohan Singh titled “Undercahiever.”

Two months later, the Washington Post de-
scribed Manmohan Singh as a “dithering, in-
effectual bureaucrat presiding over a deeply cor-
rupt government.”

Not just media, but even rating agencies have 
realised that Manmohan Singh’s government is 
a double-headed failure. It noted: “The division 
of roles between a politically powerful Congress 
party president (Sonia Gandhi), who can take 
credit for the party’s two recent national elec-
tion victories, and an appointed Prime Minister 
(Manmohan Singh), has weakened the frame-
work for making economic policy, in our view,” 
Standard & Poor said in a report which asks: 
“Will India Be the first BRIC Fallen Angel?”.

Nor is this assessment of Manmohan Singh 
sparing of Sonia Gandhi or her son.

A Wikileaks document quoted a US embassy 
cable of 7 Novermber 2007 as saying this about 
Sonia Gandhi’s decision-making abilities (or 
inabilities). “With the future of Indian foreign 
credibility hanging in balance, Sonia Gandhi has 
been unable to show principled leadership even 
when it might benefit her party at the polls and 
reveal Prakash Karat (CPM General Secretary) 
to be the extortionist he is. Mrs Gandhi never 
misses an opportunity to miss an opportunity.” 
This was in reference to the Congress dithering 
over the Indo-US nuclear deal.

About Rahul Gandhi’s recent excursion to the 
CII, The Economist, despite noting his earnest-
ness, could not but observe that he had nothing 
to offer. It blogged: “At one point, to bemuse-
ment in the audience, he argued that if you 
can succeed in business in India then you will 
flourish anywhere, “even on the moon”. India, 
after two terms of Congress rule, evidently does 
not have the conditions right for its economy to 
flourish.”

We can go on and on about what the world 
thinks of the UPA and it various players.

Dr Singh, while the opposition may be doing 
unspeakable things, it is the government that 
has to act to ensure that we do not reduce our-
selves to a joke.
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It’s no longer possible to give PM 
benefit of doubt

Many officials have been caught lying even 
to the Supreme Court in a bid to protect 

the PM’s reputation. 

R Jagannathan Apr 30, 2013

T he Supreme Court has observed that the 
UPA government’s decision to vet the 
Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) 

report on the coal blocks scam is a massive 
“breach of trust”. It has asked the government 
to explain why it was kept in the dark about how 
and why the report was shared.

If this is not reason enough for the PM to resign, 
it is at least reason enough to question the Hon-
est Sam credentials of Manmohan Singh.

Till recently, the Prime Minister has always ben-
efited from the Law of First Impressions. Hu-
man beings tend to make up their minds quickly 
on people they see – even in a few seconds – 
and despite mounting evidence to the contrary, 
they will disbelieve their own eyes.

This is why we refuse to believe that Manmo-
han Singh can be anything but the decent guy 
we thought he was when he first came to public 
notice in 1991. We saw a simple person, who 
was self-effacing to fault. We liked what we saw, 
and then refused to change our minds whatever 
the evidence.

The Law of First Impressions tends to be so 
strong that even the Supreme Court – which is 
supposed to go by cold, hard evidence – fell for 
it in 2011. In  its judgment on the case filed by 
Subramanian Swamy, who had sought the PM’s 
sanction for prosecuting A Raja in the 2G scam, 
the Supreme Court gave Manmohan Singh the 
benefit of doubt and said the one-year delay was 
not the PM’s fault.

The judgment, instead, blamed the PM’s advi-
sors. “Unfortunately those who were expected 
to give proper advice to Respondent No 1 (the 
PM) and place the full facts and legal position 
before him failed to do so. We have no doubt 
that if Respondent No 1 had been apprised of 
the true factual and legal position regarding 
the representation made by the appellant (i.e. 
Subramanian Swamy), he would surely have 
taken appropriate decision and would not have 
allowed the matter to linger for a period of more 
than one year.”

Instead of merely rapping the PM on the knuck-
les for not allowing Raja to be prosecuted, the 
court went by its own version of first impres-
sions. How can this saint do any wrong, was its 
logic!

Unfortunately, the time has come to recondition 
our minds. The mask has fallen. The Prime Min-
ister, whose personal honesty everyone vouches 
for even without knowing anything about him, 
is now defending the indefensible. A few days 
ago, he defended Law Minister Ashwani Kumar 
for vetting the CBI’s report on the coal blocks 
allocation scam (Coalgate) and making changes 
in it – when the court had explicitly asked the 
CBI not to.

The CBI – luckily for the truth – has refused to 
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play ball, and has filed two versions of its coal 
report – one without the changes suggested by 
the law ministry and other officials, and one 
with the changes, reports the The Indian Ex-
press.

The line linking Kumar’s actions to the PM are 
clear: the coal ministry was directly under Man-
mohan Singh during the years when coal blocks 
were allocated free to many dubious parties. If 
the Law Minister was trying to shield anybody, 
it was probably the PM and his government.

So it is not surprising that the PM has rejected 
out of hand the demand for the resignation of 
Ashwani Kumar. If anyone had to benefit from 
the changes made in the CBI draft, it was the 
PM’s reputation for probity.

It is now clear that at least two law ministry 
officials – Attorney General Goolam Vahanvati, 
and the Additional Solicitor Harin Rawal, had 
misled the Supreme Court earlier, when they 
said that the CBI report had not be shared with 
the political executive. This is why the court has 
talked about “breach of trust”.

Once again, the question to ask is why did so 
many government officials have to lie: to save 
the reputation of the government and its “hon-
est” Prime Minister?

In the case of A Raja, we wanted to believe the 
Prime Minister because he tried to change the 
way spectrum was sold. At best, despite Raja’s 
claims, it appears that the PM did not press 
his point on spectrum auctions and allowed air 
waves to be gifted away at prices determined in 
2001. It’s a sin of omission.

But the coal scam happened right in the PM’s 
own ministry. He has no Raja to blame for 
hijacking the agenda. There was no coalition 
dharma to allude to for the mischief. The coal 
ministry has always been with the Congress and 
the PM.

The tragedy is that so many people are being 
forced to utter falsehoods in this quest to pro-
tect the reputation of the government (already 
in tatters) and its head.

Sorry, Dr Singh, this time it is different. We 
can’t give you the benefit of doubt.
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